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Born Under Saturn By Rudolf Wittkower
An important contribution to our thought about human society. A classic, long out of
print.
With the aid of over 180 photographs, this book studies what unites and separates
sculptors across the centuries. It looks at the masters of Archaic Greece, the Middle
Ages, through the great names of Michelangelo, Cellini and Bernini to Rodin, Brancusi
and Henry Moore. By studying their working methods and techniques, the author
discloses their artistic ideas and convictions, thereby opening up new avenues of
approach for the spectator.
How was the world created? Battle lines are currently drawn between two dogmatic
camps: the fundamentalist 'Creationists' who believe that creation took place in six
days, and the scientific reductionists who expound theories of 'big bangs' and so on.
From a direct spiritual perception of the facts, Rudolf Steiner presents a new
perspective which transcends these bipolar arguments. He affirms that clairvoyant
research accords with the biblical descriptions, but he emphasizes that the text of
Genesis has to be interpreted in a special way. In this extraordinary document, Steiner
speaks of the six days of creation as a reawakening of the previous phases of the
Earth's development. He describes the work of mighty spiritual entities called the
Elohim, and how they co-operated with other spiritual hierarchies in the creation of
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Earth. He also clarifies the relationship of the Elohim and the biblical Jehovah. In
addition, Steiner discusses themes of light and darkness, the meaning of Adam and
Eve, the 'day of rest' on the seventh day, the stages of human development on Earth,
and the special character of the Hebrew language. Also featured in this new edition is a
previously unpublished introductory lecture on the meaning of mystery drama.
Rudolf Steiner’s third great lecture course to physicians has a completely different
character to his previous presentations. Delivered in response to a group of young
doctors – who approached Steiner with the specific request for a course that would be
‘quite intimate’, but should not contain anything ‘...which appealed only to knowledge
and the intellect’ – it offers unique, ground-breaking insights into the practice and art of
healing. Steiner speaks about the influence of cosmic and earthly forces – the periphery
and centre – on the human being. Proper understanding of these processes enables
the physician to comprehend the actions of plants and minerals used in anthroposophic
medicines, and thus to prescribe appropriate and individually specific remedies. Steiner
paints a picture of the human being as a complex confluence of the forces of heredity,
forces from the cosmos, and an individual’s unique spiritual nature. The physician has
to understand these relationships in order to be able to help effectively when they are
out of balance. Steiner stresses the importance of personal development for physicians,
and offers plentiful instructions for a meditative practice intrinsic to their work. Among a
wealth of other topics, Steiner addresses inflammation and excessive growth; the
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nature of scarlet fever and measles; the importance of a child’s food and breast milk;
the functions of the liver, heart, head and skeleton; the incarnation process; karma as a
guide for the physician; morality as a force streaming in from the cosmos; the cosmic
trinity of Saturn, Sun and Moon in the healthy and sick human being; and the
involvement of the heart in thinking. Included here are Rudolf Steiner’s answers to
questions, and the first newsletter from the Medical Section, with a key meditation for
physicians. This volume also features 18 full colour plates of Rudolf Steiner’s
blackboard drawings, a comprehensive introduction, index and notes.
Discusses the period of time between the creation of the Earth and the beginning of
recorded history, focusing on the peoples of Lemuria and Atlantis
Through a discussion of our true origins, this book offers a foundation for our lives,
allowing us to realize our real value, dignity and essence. It shows our human
connection with the world around us as well as our highest goals and true destiny.
Although Steiner did not often speak or write about love explicitly, love is at the very
heart of his whole body of work and the foundation of his hopes for humankind and the
Earth. Steiner teaches that, without love, nothing is possible; with love, however, we
can do everything. Love is always "love of the not-yet." To love is to create; it is to
selflessly enter the current of time that flows toward us from the future. Reality, true
knowledge of reality, is impossible without love. Only through love can we truly know as
we are know, can we encounter the world and its beings in a living way. Without love,
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knowledge becomes manipulation, domination, control; the world becomes a space of
dead things. But, when we know through love, we enter into a pattern of dynamic,
potentially redemptive relations and the world becomes a living world of beings working
for the good. This collection gathers all of Rudolf Steiner's main lectures and writings
related to love. From earthly love to the nature and function of spiritual love, these
pieces are essential reading for anyone concerned with the future of humanity and the
Earth. Love and Its Meaning in the World is essential reading for anyone who'd like to
gain a deeper understanding of our true mission as human beings and the purpose of
evolution on Earth. Chapters include: "The Division of the Sexes" "Lucifer and Christ"
"The Mission of Reverence" "The Buddha's Teaching of Compassion and Love" "Faith,
Love, and Hope" "Love & Its Meaning in the World" "'I'-Feeling, the Soul's Capacity to
Love, and Their Relationship to the Elemental World" Love mediated by the senses is
the wellspring of creative power, of what is coming into being. Without sense-born love,
nothing material would exist in the world; without spiritual love, nothing spiritual can
arise in evolution. When we practice love, cultivate love, creative forces pour into the
world.... For human beings, love is the most important fruit of experience in the sensory
world. Once we really understand the nature of love, or compassion, we will find that
love is the way spirit expresses its truth in the world of the senses.... "We may even say
that, in love, the spiritual world awakens in the physical. The more truly a soul inhabits
the spiritual worlds, the more it experiences lovelessness and lack of compassion as a
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denial of spirit itself." --Rudolf Steiner

"Perception of the idea within the actual is the true communion of the human
being" --Goethe Religious ritual is often seen as a way of bringing divine
influences down into the material world. In this profound and stimulating work,
Rudolf Steiner and Friedrich Benesch introduce the idea of "reverse ritual"--a way
that each of us can raise our souls to the spiritual realm. In this process, the
everyday world becomes a portal through which we can enter the dimension of
the sacred. Here, each of us can be a "priest," and each of our actions can be a
cosmic, ritual act. This stimulating collection of writings on spiritual communion of
humanity includes two further lectures by Steiner that show how this process can
engage our social lives. Also included are two additional essays as appendices:
"Sacramental and Spiritual Communion" by Dietrich Asten and "Human
Encounters and Karma" by Athys Floride. The introduction by Christopher
Schaefer brings these ideas into focus for modern seekers. Contents: Part One:
"The Spiritual Communion of Humanity" (5 lectures from GA 219) Part Two:
"Preparing for the Sixth Epoch" Part Three: Commentaries by Friedrich Benesch
Appendices: Selections from Dietrich Asten: "Spiritual and Sacramental
Communion" & Athys Floride: "Human Encounters and Karma."
This is a new release of the original 1944 edition.
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Eleven Lectures Delivered In Berlin Between January 6 And June 11, 1908.
Sir Kenneth Clark wrote in the Architectural Review, that the first result of this
book was “to dispose, once and for all, of the hedonist, or purely aesthetic,
theory of Renaissance architecture,' and this defines Wittkower's intention in a
nutshell.
Depression is an experience known to millions. But arguments rage on aspects
of its definition and its impact on societies present and past: do drugs work, or
are they merely placebos? Is the depression we have today merely a construct of
the pharmaceutical industry? Is depression under- or over-diagnosed? Should we
be paying for expensive 'talking cure' treatments like psychoanalysis or Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy? Here, Clark Lawlor argues that understanding the history
of depression is important to understanding its present conflicted status and
definition. While it is true that our modern understanding of the word 'depression'
was formed in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the condition was
originally known as melancholia, and characterised by core symptoms of chronic
causeless sadness and fear. Beginning in the Classical period, and moving on to
the present, Lawlor shows both continuities and discontinuities in the
understanding of what we now call depression, and in the way it has been
represented in literature and art. Different cultures defined and constructed
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melancholy and depression in ways sometimes so different as to be almost
unrecognisable. Even the present is still a dynamic history, in the sense that the
'new' form of depression, defined in the 1980s and treated by drugs like Prozac,
is under attack by many theories that reject the biomedical model and demand a
more humanistic idea of depression - one that perhaps returns us to a form of
melancholy.
In an astonishing series of lectures on the science of spiritual knowledge, Rudolf
Steiner begins by addressing an audience in Dornach, Switzerland – where, only
months earlier, his architectural masterpiece, the first Goetheanum, had been
destroyed by fire. He discusses the nature of our planetary system, revealing the
planets that are characterised by freedom and those that determine destiny. The
spirits of the moon live in seclusion, preserving ‘original wisdom’ and reflecting
powers connected to sexuality, whereas the sun creates harmony. Jupiter is ‘the
thinker’, whilst the spirits on Saturn act as ‘living memory’. Speaking in London,
Steiner states that the things that happen to people in sleep are more important
than anything that occurs during waking hours! Human beings, he says, must
learn to see themselves as an image of spirits and spiritual activities on earth. In
a break from the theme, and returning to Dornach, Rudolf Steiner reports on his
recent visit to England and Wales, where he attended an educational conference
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in Ilkley, a Summer School in Penmaenmawr and a school for the disadvantaged
in the East End of London. Steiner speaks of the particular atmosphere he
experienced in West Yorkshire and North Wales, where remnants of Druid
spirituality live in the surroundings. The latter theme emerges strongly in the next
lectures, which examine the Druid priest’s sun initiation and perception of moon
spirits. The Druids investigated the secrets of the universe, influencing both
social and religious life. Steiner also describes the mythic being of Woden, who
signified the birth of intellectuality and the subsequent fear of death – which, he
asserts, can be healed by the Mystery of Golgotha. In the final section, Rudolf
Steiner discusses: ‘The past, present and future development of the human
mind’. Again, he references the importance of Druid culture, noting that the
ground plans of the stone circles in Penmaenmawr are similar to that of the first
Goetheanum. He also points to the crucial roles of the ancient Mysteries and
Christ’s deed in human development.
"Examines 'melancholia' as a philosophical, medical, and social phenomenon in
early modern art. Argues that, despite advances in art and science, the topos of
the dispirited intellectual continues to function metaphorically as a locus for
society's fears and tensions"--Provided by publisher.
Ever since nature and consciousness were separated in the late Middle Ages, giving
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rise to a science of matter alone, the spiritual beings who are the universe have felt
abandoned and unable to complete their work, for this work depends for its success on
human collaboration. At the same time, human beings have also felt abandoned,
condemned to a speck of dust in an infinitely decaying universe. In these remarkable
lectures, Rudolf Steiner reestablishes the human being as a participant in an evolving,
dynamic universe of living spiritual beings: a living universe, whole and divine. And he
does so in concrete images, capable of being grasped by human consciousness as if
from within. How is this possible? Implicit in Rudolf Steiner's view is the fact that,
fundamentally, the universe consists of consciousness. Everything else is illusion.
Hence to understand the evolution of the cosmos and humanity in any terms other than
consciousness is also illusion. Whenever we have to do with mighty cosmic facts, we
have to do with states of consciousness. But states of consciousness never exist apart
from the beings who embody them. Therefore, the only true realities are beings in
different states of consciousness. In this sense, Rudolf Steiner's spiritual science is a
science of states of consciousness and the beings who embody them. Indeed, rightly
considered, all science-physics, chemistry, botany, zoology, geology, psychology,
astronomy, etc.-is a science of beings. And the sensory perception, the physical trace,
is but the outer vestment of the activity of beings in different states of consciousness.
To describe these beings, Steiner uses the names made familiar by the wisdom
tradition of the West. He speaks of the evolutionary states of Saturn, Sun, Moon, Earth,
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Jupiter, Venus, and Vulcan; and the nine "choirs" of angels (Seraphim, Cherubim, and
Thrones; Dominions, Virtues, and Powers; Principalities, Archangels, and Angels); as
well as of elemental beings and nature spirits; and the elements of fire, earth, air, and
water.
Born into a family of successful playwrights and producers, Agnes de Mille was
determined to be an actress. Then one day she witnessed the Russian ballet dancer
Anna Pavlova, and her life was altered forever. Hypnotized by Pavlova’s beauty, in that
moment de Mille dedicated herself to dance. Her memoir records with lighthearted
humor and wisdom not only the difficulties she faced—the resistance of her parents, the
sacrifices of her training—but also the frontier atmosphere of early Hollywood and New
York and London during the Depression. “This is the story of an American dancer,”
writes de Mille, “a spoiled egocentric wealthy girl, who learned with difficulty to become
a worker, to set and meet standards, to brace a Victorian sensibility to contemporary
roughhousing, and who, with happy good fortune, participated by the side of great
colleagues in a renaissance of the most ancient and magical of all the arts.”
This work tells the history and civilization of the submerged continents of Atlantis and
Lemuria, which are chapters from the Akashic records. Contents: from the Akashic
records; our Atlantian forefathers; transition of the Atlantean into the Aryan root-race;
Lemurian era; woman in the third root-race; humanity before the decision of sex;
beginnings of sex duality, the origin of good and evil; man's first ancestors; first, or
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polar, race; second, or hyperborean, race.
In Hindu tradition, the concept of kundalini refers to a form of primal energy located at
the base of the spine. Through traditional Eastern methods, efforts were made to
‘awaken’ the kundalini in order to achieve transformed consciousness. Rudolf Steiner
offers an entirely new perspective, integrating the kundalini idea into his spiritual
philosophy. This anthology contains all relevant comments and notes by Steiner on the
theme, highlighting how his thinking evolved. At the same time, it accentuates the
differences – and similarities – between Western and Eastern spiritual paths, and in the
process reveals what is new and original about Steiner’s esoteric teachings. In contrast
to most yoga traditions – which cultivate the energy rising from the lower life centre –
the Western path of esoteric schooling starts in our upper centre of consciousness, in
thinking and the ‘I’. From there, the centre of experience is shifted downward, from the
head to the heart. After development of the ‘new heart centre’, as Rudolf Steiner
describes it, forces can be guided consciously and, through specific exercises, the
‘kundalini snake’ can be fully awoken. In his detailed introduction, editor Andreas
Meyer distils the perspectives and instructions from Steiner’s complete works,
presenting a valuable synopsis for our understanding and practice of meditation today.
Chapters include: ‘The Meaning of Meditation, and the Six Exercises’; ‘Developing
and Cleansing the Lotus Flowers’; ‘The Snake Symbol’; ‘The Kundalini Fire’; ‘The
Kundalini Light’; ‘Developing the New Heart Organ’; ‘The Reversal in Thinking and
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Will’; ‘Specific Aspects of Kundalini Schooling’; ‘Transforming Physical Love and the
Division of the Sexes’; ‘Breathing, the Light-Soul Process, and the New Yoga Will’;
‘The Polarity of Light and Love’ and ‘Transforming the Kundalini Fire into Fraternity’.
The work of Rudolf Steiner is unique in the way it combines esoteric teaching with
practical suggestions for the development of social life. Indeed, Steiner is best known
today for the application of his ideas in areas such as education, medicine and
agriculture. But none of this could have developed without the coherent and profound
body of spiritual knowledge which stands at the very core of Steiner's work. In
Rosicrucian Wisdom - one of his most complete introductions to modern spirituality Steiner speaks out of the stream of Rosicrucian teaching. But rather than borrowing old
ideas from historical tradition, Steiner presents a wholly new contribution arising from
the results of his own experiential research. He talks of the Rosicrucian path as being
appropriate for the modern spiritual seeker, but warns that Rosicrucian teaching should
not be taken as abstract theory. Rather than remaining in the head or even the heart,
spiritual ideas should reach into daily action, transforming all aspects of life. Steiner
goes on to describe many facets of spiritual truth, including the law of destiny, the fact
of life after death, ways of developing spiritual vision, humanity's past and future
evolution, and much more.
Steiner's original contribution to human knowledge was based on his ability to conduct
'spiritual research', the investigation of metaphysical dimensions of existence. With his
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scientific and philosophical training, he brought a new systematic discipline to the field,
allowing for conscious methods and comprehensive results. A natural seer from
childhood, he cultivated his spiritual vision to a high degree, enabling him to speak with
authority on previously veiled mysteries of life. The evolving human being; Cosmos as
the source of life; Plants and the living earth; Farms and the realms of nature; Bringing
the chemical elements to life; Soil and the world of spirit; Supporting and regulating life
processes; Spirits of the elements; Nutrition and vitality; Responsibility for the future.
An enthralling story of revolution, idealism, and a savage struggle for utopia by one of
China's greatest living novelists. In 1898 reformist intellectuals in China persuaded the
young emperor that it was time to transform his sclerotic empire into a prosperous
modern state. The Hundred Days’ Reform that followed was a moment of
unprecedented change and extraordinary hope—brought to an abrupt end by a bloody
military coup. Dashed expectations would contribute to the revolutionary turn that
Chinese history would soon take, leading in time to the deaths of millions. Peach
Blossom Paradise, set at the time of the reform, is the story of Xiumi, the daughter of a
wealthy landowner and former government official who falls prey to insanity and
disappears. Days later, a man with a gold cicada in his pocket turns up at his estate
and is inexplicably welcomed as a relative. This mysterious man has a great vision of
reforging China as an egalitarian utopia, and he will stop at nothing to make it real. It is
his own plans, however, which come to nothing, and his “little sister” Xiumi is left to
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take up arms against a Confucian world in which women are chattel. Her campaign for
change and her struggle to seize control over her own body are continually threatened
by the violent whims of men who claim to be building paradise.
A stunning work of memoir and an unforgettable depiction of the brilliance and
madness by one of Surrealism's most compelling figures In 1937 Leonora
Carrington—later to become one of the twentieth century’s great painters of the weird,
the alarming, and the wild—was a nineteen-year-old art student in London, beautiful and
unapologetically rebellious. At a dinner party, she met the artist Max Ernst. The two fell
in love and soon departed to live and paint together in a farmhouse in Provence. In
1940, the invading German army arrested Ernst and sent him to a concentration camp.
Carrington suffered a psychotic break. She wept for hours. Her stomach became “the
mirror of the earth”—of all worlds in a hostile universe—and she tried to purify the evil by
compulsively vomiting. As the Germans neared the south of France, a friend persuaded
Carrington to flee to Spain. Facing the approach “of robots, of thoughtless, fleshless
beings,” she packed a suitcase that bore on a brass plate the word Revelation. This
was only the beginning of a journey into madness that was to end with Carrington
confined in a mental institution, overwhelmed not only by her own terrible imaginings
but by her doctor’s sadistic course of treatment. In Down Below she describes her
ordeal—in which the agonizing and the marvelous were equally combined—with a
startling, almost impersonal precision and without a trace of self-pity. Like Daniel Paul
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Schreber’s Memoirs of My Nervous Illness, Down Below brings the hallucinatory logic
of madness home.
The lush beauty of Canada's wildlife and landscape is brought to life in a colouring book
along with excerpts from the country's greatest writers. Featuring 40 gorgeous
illustrations paired with excerpts from some of Canada's most beloved poets and
writers, The Canadian Backwoods Colouring Book will satisfy all your colouring needs
throughout the year. Beginning in January, this book will take you through each month
and season, exploring the wildlife and landscapes that define Canada.
Saturn and Melancholy remains an iconic text in art history, intellectual history, and the
study of culture, despite being long out of print in English. Rooted in the tradition
established by Aby Warburg and the Warburg Library, this book has deeply influenced
understandings of the interrelations between the humanities disciplines since its first
publication in English in 1964. This new edition makes the original English text available
for the first time in decades. Saturn and Melancholy offers an unparalleled inquiry into
the origin and development of the philosophical and medical theories on which the
ancient conception of the temperaments was based and discusses their connections to
astrological and religious ideas. It also traces representations of melancholy in literature
and the arts up to the sixteenth century, culminating in a landmark analysis of Dürer's
most famous engraving, Melencolia I. This edition features Raymond Klibansky's
additional introduction and bibliographical amendments for the German edition, as well
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as translations of source material and 155 original illustrations. An essay on the
complex publication history of this pathbreaking project - which almost did not see the
light of day - covers more than eighty years, including its more recent heritage. Making
new a classic book that has been out of print for over four decades, this expanded
edition presents fresh insights about Saturn and Melancholy and its legacy as a
precursor to modern interdisciplinary studies.
Now in Paperback In Dime-Store Alchemy, poet Charles Simic reflects on the life and
work of Joseph Cornell, the maverick surrealist who is one of America’s great artists.
Simic’s spare prose is as enchanting and luminous as the mysterious boxes of found
objects for which Cornell is justly renowned.
‘There is one temple in the Universe and it is the body of Man.’ – Novalis How are the
internal and external forms of the human organism shaped? How does human
consciousness emerge? These are questions to which conventional science has no
answers. In The Seat of the Soul, Yvan Rioux invites us to consider new concepts that
can explain these phenomena. His exposition is based on the existence of external
‘formative forces’ – or morphic fields – which, he argues, create the human body or
organism in conjunction with forces that resonate within us from the living solar system.
The psyche – or soul – emerges progressively as an inner world of faculties that in time
learns to apprehend and understand the outer world. In his previous book The Mystery
of Emerging Form, Rioux explored the formative forces of the twelve zodiacal
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constellations. In this absorbing sequel, he investigates how such activity from the
planetary spheres works within us, as ‘life stages’ or metabolic processes. Through
seven chapters, he explores the impact of each of these planetary spheres on our
complex organic make-up and psychic activity. The link between organs and tissues, he
says, produces five specific ‘inner landscapes’ in relation to the external rhythmic
environment. Rioux also gives a description of Rudolf Steiner’s seven ‘planetary
seals’ from a biological perspective. According to Steiner, these seals are: ‘…occult
scripts, meaning that, as hidden signatures, they show their ongoing etheric impacts on
the seven stages of our metabolism’. Between Steiner’s indications concerning human
physiology and the ancient Chinese view on the subject, there is a convergence of
ideas – as synthesized here – that breaks through the boundaries of modern
reductionist science, offering exciting perspectives for understanding the human being.
‘The seat of the soul is where the inner world and the outer world meet. Where they
overlap, it is in every point of the overlap.’ – Novalis
Outline of the processes of cosmic evolution, including detailed exercises for attaining
higher conscious states.
"This is the first English translation of a brief, scholarly, and brilliantly original work
which sets out to examine the links between the legend of the artist, in all cultures, and
what E.H. Gombrich, in an introductory essay, calls 'certain invariant traits of the human
psyche.'"--Denis Thomas, Journal of the Royal Society of Arts "This book gathers
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together various legends and attitudes about artists, ancient and modern, East and
West, and gives fascinating insights into attitudes toward artistic creation. It impinges
on psychology, art history and history, aesthetics, biography, myth and magic, and will
be of great interest to a wide audience in many fields.... A delightful and unrivalled
study."--Howard Hibbard "Thought provoking and valuable.... To all those interested in
psychiatry and art from the perspectives of history, criticism, or therapy and to the wide
audience concerned with the psychology of aesthetics and of artistic creation."--Albert
Rothenberg, American Journal of Psychiatry

A rare art history classic that The New York Times calls a “delightful, scholarly
and gossipy romp through the character and conduct of artists from antiquity to
the French Revolution.” Born Under Saturn is a classic work of scholarship
written with a light and winning touch. Margot and Rudolf Wittkower explore the
history of the familiar idea that artistic inspiration is a form of madness, a
madness directly expressed in artists’ unhappy and eccentric lives. This idea of
the alienated artist, the Wittkowers demonstrate, comes into its own in the
Renaissance, as part of the new bid by visual artists to distinguish themselves
from craftsmen, with whom they were then lumped together. Where the skilled
artisan had worked under the sign of light-fingered Mercury, the ambitious artist
identified himself with the mysterious and brooding Saturn. Alienation, in effect,
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was a rung by which artists sought to climb the social ladder. As to the reputed
madness of artists—well, some have been as mad as hatters, some as toughminded as the shrewdest businessmen, and many others wildly and willfully
eccentric but hardly crazy. What is certain is that no book presents such a
splendid compendium of information about artists’ lives, from the early
Renaissance to the beginning of the Romantic era, as Born Under Saturn. The
Wittkowers have read everything and have countless anecdotes to relate: about
artists famous and infamous; about suicide, celibacy, wantonness, weird hobbies,
and whatnot. These make Born Under Saturn a comprehensive, quirky, and
endlessly diverting resource for students of history and lovers of the arts. “This
book is fascinating to read because of the abundant quotations which bring to life
so many remarkable individuals.”–The New York Review of Books
Gestalt theory and the psychology of visual perception form the basis for an
analysis of art and its basic elements
Pioneering work by the great modernist painter, considered by many to be the
father of abstract art and a leader in the movement to free art from traditional
bonds. 12 illustrations.
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